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Intro. 
I am an avid listener of music, over the last 7 years I’ve listened to 96,000+ songs with an average of 36 
per day. I know this because every song I listen to is tracked in last.fm. I have a profile on it which I can 
see my top artists, albums, tracks and more from any year or any date range.  
You can look for yourself if you want, at last.fm/user/CaptainNikGreen. 
 
My second dataset comes from Google Maps, Android devices often check into Google and store your 
current location and the activity you were doing. There are 8 possible activities, Google tries to figure out 
which one you are currently doing from the devices velocity and orientation. 
 

 
More details at Google’s API documentation 
 
When I saw the project assignment details I knew it would be great to do something with these two 
datasets available to me. This project is done solo by me. 
 
 
  

https://www.last.fm/
https://www.last.fm/user/CaptainNikGreen
https://developers.google.com/android/reference/com/google/android/gms/location/DetectedActivity


Data extraction and preparation 
 
Data sources: 
I got all my listens  from 26 May 2020 to 2013 from https://lastfm.ghan.nl/export/ (13mb CSV) 
I got my location data from  26 May back to 2014 Google Takeout (150mb JSON) 
 
Once I had my two files from Last fm and Google Maps, immediately I thought of a problem with my 
data. There won’t be a 1:1 relationship with each location data point and each track listen. 
My movement is something being tracked 24/7 where I’m not listening to music 24/7 either. Also since 
the timestamps are measured in seconds, they won’t exactly line up with the same timestamp as my 
music. I need a bit of slack to accept the location for where a scrobble was made. I decided to accept the 
last known location in the last 6 hours per song listen. 
 
The Google Maps data came in a 150mb JSON file, that had way more details than I needed. Each data 
point has a confidence value for every Activity and also multiple latitude and longitude points for each 
single data point, to show a path travelled in that point. I knew I had to slim this down to work with only 
what I needed. 
 
Here’s a single JSON entry on the right, which I then cleaned up in 
Excel using Power Query Editor. I basically stripped out all the 
other activity information that didn’t have the highest confidence 
interval. Also I wasn’t concerned with the accuracy field either, 
since I wasn’t sure I could include it in the application. In hindsight, 
I wonder if I could’ve used the accuracy field to change the size of 
a data point on the application map to represent the possible area 
it could’ve been in. 
 
After a lot of cleaning up in Excel the final CSV was 11mb, down 
from 150mb. Which is much easier for Python parsing. 
 
The Google Maps timestamp value includes milliseconds. I 
truncated it to match with Last FMs timestamp value. 
  

https://lastfm.ghan.nl/export/
https://takeout.google.com/settings/takeout


Once I had the data all sorted out, I then needed to create a new CSV that has both song data & location 
data so I could feed that into the application I’d make. 
 
I created a Python script myself to scrape through both CSVs and merge them appropriately. 
The logic essentially was: 
 
OPEN location-csv 

OPEN last-fm-tracks-csv 

 

LOOP through last-fm-tracks-csv 

READ timestamp value 

LOOP through location-csv 

Find closest timestamp within 6 hours 

PRINT timestamp, latitude & longitude, track information. 

END LOOP 

 

 

Here are some example rows in my final CSV: 

 
 

My final results had 39,831 entries of data. Down from 95,521 total songs listened.  
There are a few reasons I can think of that would mean skipped data: 

- My song listens are tracked back to 2013, where my location data was only tracked since 2014. 
Missing out on a year's worth of songs. 

- There was a period of late 2019 to now where my location tracking was disabled. Meaning my 
final results would be missing data from all of this year. I regret turning it off now as this meant I 
missed my data from my trip to Vietnam last year in November. 

- Other periods Google Maps didn’t track, either through error or me switching phones and not 
having location tracking going straight away. 

 
For context here are my yearly listening amounts: 
More can be found at CaptainNikGreen's Music Profile | 
Last.fm 
 
 

  

https://www.last.fm/user/CaptainNikGreen
https://www.last.fm/user/CaptainNikGreen


Application development. 
Once I had my final CSV, with music data and location data per line. I knew I wanted to have these 
detailed over a Google Maps instance so the user can zoom in and see individual listens. 
 
My original concept had an element floating over clustered areas on the map with a visual of albums 
listened in that area.  
 

 
 
I quickly would realise that in order to get the album art actually in the application, it would require a 
lookup with official Last FM API to get the album art, then display it in my web application. Or a Google 
Image search with the right terms - but may return an incorrect result. This could also tax the 
performance of the application, as I had 39,831 entries to work with. With Last fm API capability I could 
pull extra information not found in my exported CSV, such as song length - which I could sum into 
minutes listened to on a location on my map. 
 
I started out by Google-ing for any tool I could use to create my heatmap for me. This would lead me to 
find mapbox.com. Which is an online website that lets users create overlays on Google Maps. There’s 
heaps of options for displaying data on top of the map.  
I signed up and created a new style for displaying my points of data on the map.  
This ended up being only used in my application for the visual, the rest was done in JavaScript myself, 
more on that later. 
 
  



You can see this at Mapbox.com 
 
This website let me upload my 18mb CSV and render it on the map. It also allowed me to do the colour 
changing based on the timestamp data, with earlier timestamps in blue and more recent ones in red. 
This way at a glance I could see my trends across new zealand, so I could see the changes in what I 
listened to years ago - vs what I listen to nowadays. 
 
Once I had the map looking the way I wanted, I could embed this map visual into a local HTML file that I 
would edit to become my final application.  
For my application, I added the ability to draw a square on the map and then query the data points in that 
square. Results from that square are sorted and categorised and displayed onto the panels around the 
map (Activities detected, Top days, Top Artists, All results). 
 
This main functionality is broken down as follows: 
 

GET lat and long for first point of the square 

GET lat and long for second point of the square 

 

//Search through results for points that are in between those two locations 

LOOP through master-csv 

IF within latA and latB 

IF within longA and longB 

Add this the results 

-- 

-- 

DISPLAY all the results on the web application. 

  

https://api.mapbox.com/styles/v1/mackky/ckbhmm12f07nu1io4yb6f72jq.html?fresh=true&title=view&access_token=pk.eyJ1IjoibWFja2t5IiwiYSI6ImNrYmhpMjZrYTA1aWgzM3FpaHVjeWQ5c3IifQ.GjZ_gaFsAzbM-YYMKNlhtQ#7.72/-37.629/176.404


Final result and thoughts 

 
I’m pleased with the final result. The user can drill in and out of the map and select any area of their 
choosing. I was happy that I could have a solution that can take in so much data and display it all. 
Using colour to represent time, you can easily see places I was in the past and see trends there. 
 
One thing I wanted to have would be a time slider so I could change the period shown. This slider could 
have been matched to the colours used also, so at a glance you can get an idea of the time represented. 

 
 
A downside is that this is static data. All coming from the datasets I downloaded originally from Google 
Maps and Last FM. With enough time/skill a online implementation could’ve been made using Last FM 
and Google’s API.  
Then anyone who uses both Last FM and has data on their Google Timeline could sign into my 
application and view their own data. This is entirely possible, but beyond the scope of this project.  
 
  



One of the thing’s I was originally hoping to see was what I was listening to during my trips to India in 
December 2017 and trip to Vietnam in November 2019. That didn’t make it into my application because I 
think I didn’t have my Google location tracking enabled both times.  
However, in hindsight, I could have manually got location data from the photos I took on those trips and 
fed them into my location CSV.  

 
 
All my images from Vietnam and India have location data in their EXIF metadata. I haven’t looked into 
how I could automate getting that data, as I would rather not do it manually through hundreds of photos.  
If I had this data included as well, my application would show data outside of New Zealand and make a 
much more compelling application.  

Resources used. 
Data sources: 
https://lastfm.ghan.nl/export/ 
https://takeout.google.com/settings/takeout?pli=1 
 
My Profile 
https://www.last.fm/user/captainnikgreen 
 
Mapbox.com 
https://docs.mapbox.com/mapbox-gl-js/example/heatmap-layer/ 
https://docs.mapbox.com/mapbox-gl-js/example/using-box-queryrenderedfeatures/ 
 
Application implementation 
Various Javascript documentation & my own Python and Javascript skills. 

https://lastfm.ghan.nl/export/
https://takeout.google.com/settings/takeout?pli=1
https://www.last.fm/user/captainnikgreen
https://docs.mapbox.com/mapbox-gl-js/example/heatmap-layer/
https://docs.mapbox.com/mapbox-gl-js/example/using-box-queryrenderedfeatures/

